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B. RTC -

1. a) Hernando said these words to the revolting sailors.

b) The speaker said he would not allow the crew to revolt.

c) The sailors had taken over the ship, imprisoned the captain, Hernando, and stolen from the
treasure on the ship.

2. a) By ‘when this happens’ the speaker means when anyone hears La Reina’s crew crying for
water.

b) ‘La Reina’s men’ were the sailors who had turned into traitors.

c) The water would turn salty so that no one could drink it.

C. Answer these questions briefly-

1. The king asked Hernando to go on a voyage to travel to the Caribbean and the Americas and
return with riches for Madrid.

2. His loyalty to the king and love of La Reina encouraged Hernando to go on the voyage.

3. The condition of the ship after a few months when it set sail for home was bad. It had ridden
into a storm and soon rats and cockroaches emerged from hiding places.

4. The sailors revolted against their captain because they felt that while the captain and king
enjoyed luxuries, they had to live in poverty. They also realised that while they were carrying the
world’s riches back to Spain, they were being paid only three hundred pesos for all their efforts
and the risk they were taking of being on the ship.



5. Hernando tried to convince the sailors not to revolt by reminding them of their duty to God
and the king.

6. Hernando was ill-treated by the sailors by storming into his cabin, beating him, and lashing
him to the foremast with rough ropes. They kept him tied there and denied him food and water.
Hernando got his revenge by cursing the ship, so that when another storm hit the sea, La Reina
hit against a gigantic rock, split from the centre and sank. Nothing and no one survived.


